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When I found that my "student" dictionary lacked even the most basic cooking terms, I decided that I

needed a really good French-English dictionary. So, I visited bookstores (in London, where the

selection is better) and previewed every French-English dictionary I could find. The Collins Robert

Unabridged 8th edition was the absolute best. Then, all I had to do was wait for the 8th edition to be

published in the U.S. and eventually it was.It is almost misleading to call this just a dictionary, given

that the entries are so complete and the usage notes so numerous. Example: The entry for the verb

"faire" runs about 39 column inches! The formatting (e.g., the judicious use of color and bold font)

also makes this dictionary a joy to use. The only bad thing I have to say about this dictionary is that

the version published for the U.S. market has a rather cheap, nonsubstantial binding. But since it's

too big to carry around anyway, that's a minor flaw. If you need a good French-English dictionary,

look no further -- this is the one.

I finally bought a real French-English dictionary, the Collins Robert is a treat after having struggled

with a half-dozen paperback dictionaries over the years. After some significant online research, the

purchase of the Collins Robert has proved to be an excellent choice. The sheer volume of

translations is more than I'm used to -- and the format is pleasing, and it's, of course, very

resourceful. As I look up words I can choose to dig in as much as I want, to sharpen my

understanding, or not -- I read French every day, and the Collins Robert is the perfect companion.

Only one minor problem, the publisher economized on the binding, which is more suited for a book

half the size. Fortunately, in this case, you cannot judge this book by its cover - I recommend this

dictionary for its content, not its cover.



I posted an earlier comment on this purchase after having received a used book with (very) minor

damage when I had ordered a new book. The vendor however immediately contacted me, gave me

a very significant price reduction and apologized for the mistake.While I was originally disappointed

by the 'mistake' I was very impressed by the speedy resolution. I am delighted to have this book at a

reduced price. The few damaged pages and writing, are at the front and are of little consequence,

the rest of the book is in very good condition.I give five stars because mistakes can easily be made

and it is the manner in which they are addressed that distinguishes the vendors. This seems to have

been an honest mistake, and the vendors response was exemplary.The dictionary is wonderful.

Anyone who reads a lot of French should have a copy.

As I progress in studying and writing French, I find a greater need for help in choosing the correct

translation. I have Larousse College and now I have added Collins Robert Unabridged. Neither has

all the shades of meaning I would like but together, I can usually find an appropriate translation. I

thought I would keep these dictionaries in different locations in my house so that I would always

have a dictionary close at hand. That proved not to be the case. I find myself referring to both

almost daily and so, I keep them side-by-side.

A real gem. Most useful source of information.

Pretty good dictionary - has terms definitions can't find elsewhere sometimes. Still good to have the

petit robert that i have and got for $8.00 used (all in French for the Petit robert though so it's good to

have the Collins which has the definition and cooresponding words in English.

Complete satisfaction with product and service. Prompt and trustworthy. The Collins Robert French

Dictionary is the best of its kind. Seller provided immediate overnight shipping free of charge to

replace defective original which arrived with its binding separated from the spine. The replacement

is in very good condition. Based on this excellent transaction I give the seller high marks for

diligence and responsible follow-through. I highly recommend them based on the efficient and

ethical way they conduct their business.

i love this dictionary! only had it a month but yet to find a definition not in it(excepting the occasional

very exotique gros mot) . the phrases and idioms i find especially useful for giving the right context

to the word. it is complete and i can't see myself EVER having to upgrade. if you want a totally



thorough and definitive reference that is also very current and that will last you many years this is

the one to get!
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